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Module 5 
Next Level Tennis 

 
 

Week 4: Specialty Shots 
 

 

Lesson 1: The Buggy Whip Forehand 
 

Shadow stroke buggy whip forehand from different positions (3 minutes) 
Practice buggy whip forehand with ball feeds or ball machine (10 minutes) 
Practice buggy whip forehand in rallies (10 minutes) 
Play baseline points starting using buggy whip forehand (10-20 minutes) 
 

 

Make sure to: 
 

Use on stress based shots 
 

Use on balls out of strike zone 
 

Finish with hand up and above head 
 

Use to get more topspin and to clear the net 
 

Can make contact later with buggy whip 
 

Makes regular forehand finish better 
 

Alternate regular finish with buggy whip 
 

 

Lesson 2: The Backhand On The Run 
 

Shadow stroke backhand on the run (3-5 minutes) 
Practice backhand on the run with ball feeds and ball machine (10 minutes) 
Play baseline points starting with backhand on the run (10-20 minutes) 
 

 

Make sure to: 
 

Don’t lean in or over as you hit the ball 
 

Don’t reach for the ball, don’t stop before hitting 
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Use run thru footwork as main movement 
 

Keep moving a few steps after hitting on tough balls 
 

Stop finish on low, tough balls 
 

Strings face in direction of target 
 

Use jump around footwork (advanced footwork) 
 
 

Lesson 3: The Slice Backhand Finishes 
 

Shadow stroke slice backhand long finish (2 minutes) 
Shadow stroke slice backhand short finish (2 minutes) 
Practice slice backhand long finish with ball feeds or ball machine (5 minutes) 
Practice slice backhand long finish with ball feeds or ball machine (5 minutes) 
Practice slice backhand both finishes in rallies (10 minutes) 
Play baseline points starting with slice backhand (10 minutes) 
 

 

Make sure to: 
 

Long finish: get inside the ball 
 

Long finish: don't swipe at the ball 
 

Long finish: slow down swing at the end 
 

Long finish: Hand finish above the head 
 

Long finish: smooth controlled rally slice 
 

Short finish: stop just after contact 
 

Short finish: adds more stick to slice 
 

Short finish: might lose a little control 
 

Short finish: finish with hand below head level 
 

Short finish: accelerate and stop 
 

Short finish: use on balls coming faster to you 
 

Hold finish as you recover 
 

Use long finish first to get feel and control of slice 


